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CAPE SAAACA 

P O Box 2567, BELLVILLE, 7535, South Africa 

602 Block B, BSE Centre, 89 Voortrekker Rd, Bellville, 7530 

Telephone: (021) 9461712   Facsimile: (021) 949 0045 

capesaaaca@sfa.co.za – www.sfa.co.za  

 

MARCH 2010 NEWSLETTER 
 

UPCOMING MARCH TALKS: 
 
Our next talk on Thursday the 25th of March 2010 at the Officers Mess of the Cape 
Town Highlanders Regt inside the Castle of Good Hope will be by... 
 

Show & Tell 
 
The following talk will be held on Thursday the 29th of April 2010.  

 

 
CHAIRMAN: 
 

We are planning our next Members Faire, and request that all parties interested to 
put on displays, will let the Chairman know.  
 
This year certainly flies when you are having fun!  All the more reason to plan one’s 
life and live one’s plan to make the best use of the limited time. 
 
We still have some incomplete applications following the last relicense cycle.  To that 
effect I can only urge those still procrastinating on their Private Collector's 
categorisation applications to make work of it if collecting status is the only legs your 
firearm ownership rests on!  Given the due diligence required one must allow for at 
least three months plus to secure your coveted Private Collector Categorisation 
certification required to be able to apply for firearm licenses.  This is especially a 
concern for those still running on nigh empty after the final relicense dates expired, 
having received a stay of “execution” following the court interdict pending the actual 
SAHNCA court case.  Should that be resolved, all old 1969 licenses will have 
expired and your firearms would be illegal.   
 
The current amnesty valid till the 11th of April 2010 allows all those who failed to 
relicense within their required time cycles, to apply for an amnesty and apply for new 
licenses on their firearms.  Use it or lose it!  (Forms available on our web site or at 
your local friendly DFO) 
 
We still find ourselves tied up in so much negative energy around the legalities of 
firearm licenses.  Politics aside, truly a dual edged sword as the law clearly states 
that ignorance is no excuse. 
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HEALTH WARNING: 

CONCENTRATE WHEN READING THE FOLLOWING! 

 
Much confusion surrounds COMPETENCY CARDS and FIREARM LICENCES for 
PRIVATE COLLECTORS.  Your competency is always only valid for 5 years, whilst 
licences issued for purposes of private collectors are for 10 years. 
 
A word of WARNING!  In the event of licences pertaining to private collector status, 
your competency card must reflect the actual words “CATEGORY A/B/C” 
immediately below the validity dates.  If not, you need to have it corrected at the 
SAPS CFR.  Many were issued erroneously as limited to casual firearm owners only 
and limited to only four firearms. 
 
A practical matter relating to our firearm COMPETENCY CARDS has surfaced that 
easily could result in refused firearm license applications.  During the first four years 
following the implementation of the FCA 60 of 2000, many relicensing existing 
firearms, took the short cut route and only completed RENEWAL PROFICICIANCY 
certification before applying for their competency cards.  That means that their 
competency status was limited for RENEWAL PURPOSES only.  Should they now 
apply for further NEW LICENCES, they would be refused (should the SAPS CFR 
stick to their own regulations).  It follows logically that by virtue of a Private Collector 
being intent on adding new firearms to pursue their collections, that they should have 
applied for full competency INCLUDING having done the PRACTICAL assessment.  
We therefore advise all members who intends to purchase further firearms, to make 
sure of their COMPETENCY STATUS.  The irony of this is that the actual 
competency cards do not reflect that status, the only discerning indicator being that 
competency cards for Private Collectors reflecting or omitting the words 
“CATEGORY A/B/C”. 
 
A further word of warning…  The DFO’s themselves don’t always know the 
difference and we heard of many lead down the wrong path.  Should your 
competency card not comply with this, refer back to your original competency 
applications documentation (hope you made Photostat copies of everything back then?!) and 
make sure that you clearly indicated on your SAP 517e that you were applying as a 
private collector.  Remember our warnings back then that the original SAP 517e’s 
didn’t allow for one to indicate what exact status (Sport/hunter/collector) you were 
applying for.  Its 100% certain that if you omitted to write in bold letters on the front 
page that you were applying as Private Collectors, that the SAPS CFR issued it as 
ordinary competency limited to four firearms for only 5 years. 
 
A further confusion around this is if the applicant applied for various dedicated 
statuses, and the SAPS CFR issued only one competency card reflecting only one 
particular status.  Common sense suggests that they should have issued different 
competency cards for each status.  We have raised this through our umbrella body 
NAACCSA and hope to establish some clarity around a matter that would add insult 
to injury should they decide to become officious and pedantic under a subjective 
political administration. 
 
So much negative energy when we should have been applying our limited resources 
to actively pursuing our collecting interests! 
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MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE: 
 

If you have any queries, contact the Membership Convenor, Robert Nothhaft, at 

roronoma@telkomsa.net. 

 

Refer our web site for SAPS CFR related forms or go directly to; 

http://www.saps.gov.za/crime_prevention/firearms/formseng.htm 

 

 
 

WEB SITE: 
 

www.capesaaaca.co.za 
 

Download application forms, refer to popular links, keep abreast of affairs as it unfolds, 
etc. 
 
Part of our web site is to keep you informed of all CAPE SAAACA EVENTS and other 
related interest group activities.  Members are reminded to submit information on any 
related activities and or events to be included on our web site calendar.  Invite all those 
other clubs and associations with complementing interests to post their events for free to 
promote it as a site where everyone can go to see on one site what’s on when.  Contact the 

webmaster at: webmaster@capesaaaca.co.za 
 
To help YOU promote your own collection, we are going to create a “FINDERS CORNER” 
where everyone can post notices of such items they are still looking for.  Mail a list with 
your direct contact details of what you are looking for to the Chairman. 
 

The “MEMBERSHIP FORUM” is the space to post interesting subject topics or post 
questions on research matters you might be looking for some advice.  Submit such 

information to web@capesaaaca.co.za or forward to the Chairman. 
 
Our web site also offers an opportunity for anybody to advertise for free any firearm or 
general militaria or historical artefacts they wish to sell.  See “TRADERS CORNER”.   Visit 
our web site to view some excellent bargains!  Contact our webmaster with the necessary 
information, a digital picture in Jpeg format and price and contact details.  

webmaster@capesaaaca.co.za 
 
We suggest you refer anyone who decided to get rid of their firearms to place a free 
add on our web site and or to contact Andrew to have it put on auction rather than 
hand it in to the SAPS for destruction. 
 

ACCREDITED DEALERS: 
 

Visit our web site to support our accredited dealers. 
 

CITY GUNS: www.cityguns.co.za ; info@cityguns.co.za ; 021 424 9030 
 

CLASSIC ARMS: www.classicarms.co.za ; andrew@classicarms.co.za ; 013 656 2923 
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SUBURBAN GUNS Plumstead:  Charles Montgomery.  www.suburbanguns.co.za ; 021 
797 8787 
 

PAROW ARMS & AMMO:  www.parowarms.co.za ; Joe Da Silva at 

parowarms@mweb.co.za ; 021 939 8835 
 

ELCAPRISCO ARMS & AMMO: Henk Mulder at sales@elcaprisco.co.za or 
www.elcaprisco.co.za 
 

CFW: Specialist dehumidifiers at affordable prices. Visit www.cfw.co.za or contact Ralph 

at Ralph@cfw.co.za ; 021 931 3165 
 

ZIMBI BOOKS: www.zimbibooks.com  with a 5% discount to Cape SAAACA members, quote membership 

number.  For those buying through internet, make a note under NOTES on the web site page to that effect. 

 

THE MILITARY BOOKSHOP:  Johan van den Berg at warbooks@mweb.co.za with a 10% 

discount ditto above 

 
The “DEALERS MARKET” on our web allows Dealers to offer various items for sale to 
Collectors.  More later, but let it suffice that we have to do everything we can to promote 
networking on all levels to ensure the big picture survival of all role players to allow us a 
place in the sun to pursue our interest as Private Collectors.   
 

 
 

CAPE SAAACA SHOOTING DISCIPLINES: 
 
While we as collectors learn a lot from historical records about our collections, shooting them 
teaches us what was possible and how they performed.  That certainly opens new insights 
around our interest fields.   
 

Our shoots increasingly are becoming popular and we hope to attract enough attention in the 
various categories to facilitate a competitive level as well. 

 

1. Muzzle loading firearms (Pistol and rifle) 

2. Bolt action rifles and revolvers 

3. Semi-auto assault rifles and pistols. 

 

COME AND TRY YOUR HAND WITH THAT CHERISHED PIECE IN YOUR SAFE THAT LONGS TO 
HEAR ITSELF ONCE AGAIN COME ALIVE FOR WHAT IT WAS MANUFACTURED FOR, AND TO 
SHARE IT AT A SHOW AND TELL MEETING WITH FELLOW COLLECTORS! 

 

FUTURE SHOOTS: 
 
DATES:  10

th
 of April 2010 Range 4    

TIME:   09H30 for 10H00. 

VENUE: NSADF Range 1 at ATLANTIS off the R307 highway. 

 NOTE: WE HAVE MOVED FROM RANGE C TO RANGE 1  

(Handgun range) 

SHOOTING FORMAT: Fun Shoot, any firearm. 
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RANGE OFFICERS: Graeme Smith RO in charge   

Francois du Toit (Safety) 

COSTS: R20,00 

 

Shoots at Atlantis can unfortunately only be booked quarterly in advance and you will be 

advised of the next quarter’s dates in our next newsletter and it will also be posted our web 

site calendar. 

  

 

 

Members standing in line to shoot the ever-friendly and sharing  

Paul Browne’s stunning-to-shoot-with, M1 Carbine.  

 

Attendance was good at this month’s collectors shoot. We had a casual open day, in which 

you can shoot whatever you bring. In fact, it was so nice and the feedback from members was 

so positive that we have decided to make a few changes to our monthly shoots.  

 

From now on every shoot will be a casual and open, shoot-what-you-bring day, until further 

notice. Casual shoots also makes for interesting show-n-tell-n-shooting. Cape SAAACA 

shooters are always keen on showing and sharing what they are shooting and are always very 

keen on allowing others to experience their firearms at close hand.  

 

So, for further shoots, bring your friends along. Let them experience shooting your firearm. 

Who knows, you and/or they might just get the opportunity to shoot something magnificent 

and scarce. At this month’s shoot, some of the members got to admire, chat about and even 
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shoot some lovely firearms including an M1 Carbine, a LM4 semi-auto rifle, bolt action rifles 

and a wide variety of .303’s ranging from beautiful original models to a stunningly 

sporterised, Kalguarded and scoped model. Willie Oosthuizen and Pieter van Wyk also gave 

members a go with their gorgeously beautiful and powerful Taurus and Ruger .44Mag 

revolvers.  

 

For the last year we have been quite consistent with our shooting dates and the Range that we 

shoot on. We always shoot on the first weekend of every month and we always shoot on 

Range 3, right in front of the Club House. It is a nice range to shoot on, but it has some draw-

backs as well. We are in the elements. Sun, wind and rain. We are also forced to finish 

shooting with rifles at 100m, before we can move forward to 25m to shoot with handguns.  

 

Therefore we have decided to move to Range 1. Range one is under roof and offers up to 24 

shooting bays for standing, sitting and prone shooting positions. It is a 100m range, which 

allows us to put up targets at 25m and 100m for each shooter so that they can shoot whatever 

they want, whenever they want. (Pictures of Range 1, below.) 
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We will be using steel frames with paper targets at 25m and at 100m. We will try to supply 

the paper targets as well, but members are free to bring their own, if they like.   

 

We have been promised that Range 1 will be available to us 100% of the time on the first 

weekend of every month from now on, making our consistency bulletproof.    

 

If there are any members with ideas or suggestions on these shoots, please do not hesitate to 

contact either myself or Stephan.  

 

IMPORTANT NOTICE – Moving of shooting dates for April:  

For the first Saturday of next month, the whole Atlantis Range is closed due to it being Easter 

weekend. We were going to shoot on the 3
rd

 Saturday, because Range 3 was booked by the 

military on the whole 2
nd

 weekend, but now that we have moved our shoot to Range 1, we 

can shoot on the 2
nd

 Saturday of April. It will be on the 10
th

 April 2010 on Range 1.  

 

If you feel that you want to shoot that nice collectors piece to get the cobwebs out of it, please 

feel free to contact us through our web-site www.capesaaaca.co.za or just pop in at Range 1, 

in Atlantis, normally every 1st Saturday of every month.  

 

Graeme Smith – 083 301 8985 

graemesmith@mtnloaded.co.za 

 

IT’S FUN AND IT SMELLS OF CORDITE! 
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Notes on the monthly talks held on the 25th of February 2010 at the CTH mess 

at the Castle: 
 

The Chairman started the evening by welcoming everybody. First on the agenda was a reminder from 

him to all applicants who are still busy preparing their Private Collector Categorisation applications 

regarding their Motivations and Field of Interest to send it in as soon as possible to the Membership 

Commitee to prevent a bottleneck situation should the stay obtained through the SAHNCA court 

action be revoked due to the case being finalised within the foreseaable future.. 

 

The new in this regard is that a court date has been set for the 29th of March 2010, but the SAPS 

CFR to date has failed to file their documents, which will result in a cost order against them and 

another date being set. 

 

Good news is that Secretary of Police Jenny Irish-Qhobosheane has stated that they do not wish to 

criminalise firearm owners, and that the current amnesty are intended to allow those who missed their 

relicensing cycles, to now apply under the amensty and submit their belated re-relicense applications 

for firearms held undet the 1969 Act with no fears of prosecution.  But this is only valid till the 11th of 

April 2010.  Anybody affected by this is advised to use this last opportunity or loose their firearms! 

 

The Chairman thanked the Members for settling their membership dues but mentioned that as some 

payments were received incomplete and had to be followed up.  We will only start processing 

membership cards once everything has been processed.  Members are again reminded to ensure 

that CAPE SAAACA has a colour passport photograph of them.  If not, it would be best to scan and 

email a digital passport photograph to the Chairman. 

 

A suggestion was made for snacks etc. to be offered at the bar at each meeting as most attendees 

come straight from work and haven’t had the time to dine.  After a show of hands it was decided that 

this will be run on a trail basis at the next meeting. The idea is to allow for some nourishment at the 

members’ own expence on a cash basis.  (non persihables such as dried wors, biltong, etc) 

Lastly the Chaiman made a call for further volunteers to serve on working commitees to ensure 

leadership depth and continuity to ensure the retention of experience and knowledge.  

 

The Chairman started the “Show & Tell” part of the evening 

by producing cutaway training specimens of  the SADF 

issue R1 and R4 rifle’s.  These were produced at the time 

of manufacture as indicated by the low serial numbers, and 

issued to training units.  Sadly most were lost during 

reorganising in the early nineties due to typical military 
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short sightedness, and the surviving specimens are highly prized and extremely sought after. 

 
Next on the list was Cyril Lautenbach who produced a Webley Mk VI revolver.   The British armed 
services adopted their first revolvers in 1854 when the Royal Navy bought some .36 calibre Colt 
revolvers. These were phased out and when breech loading revolvers were purchased they were 
Adams and Tranter, some of those in service were converted percussion revolvers. Some later model 
Colts were also purchased. In 1880 all the revolvers were replaced by the Enfield Mk1. This was 
replaced by an improved version the Mk2 in 1882, production was stopped in 1889. 
 
In 1878 Webley produced the Army Express model 
in .450 - .455 calibre. This was a robust, well made 
revolver but it was gate loaded and had single 
extraction. Some were sold to the Orange Free 
State and were marked O.V.S. on the grips and 
saw service in the Anglo-Boer War. The Webley 
Mk1 which was developed from the W.G. series 
was taken into service in 1887. This ran to the final 
version the Mk6 adopted in 1915. The most notable 
difference was the Mk5 & Mk6 had a slightly larger 
diameter cylinder. All Marks have a bird’s head butt 
except the Mk6 which is square.  Some Webley & 
Scott .455 auto pistols were issued to the Royal 
Navy and Royal Flying Corps but the Webley Mk6 
remained the primary handgun until 1932 when 
replaced by the .38 Enfield. A rough estimate of all 
Mks made is about 500,000. 

 

Ben de Vries produced a fine specimen of a self 

manufactured zip-gun which was “liberated” from an 

“unlicensed” owner in an Eastern Cape squatter 

camp near Durban during the early 1980’s. This 

weapon was aqtually ingeniously designed by a 

person who knew a thing or two about firearms and 

the weapon even has blast holes for shock 

absorption on the barrel. It was designed to fire a 

12”cartridge and could well have been a formidale 

weapon in the wrong hands. 

 

Arnold Beneke brought a beautiful Ludi Starke 

custom build .45 ACP Standard Class IPSC 

Pistol from his collection. It’s action consists of 

a Colt slide and is made with a Para ordnance 

high capacity carbon steel frame with a Wilson 

Match barrel & bushing. It’s got Bo-Mar 

micrometer adjustable sights, Guncraft 

adjustable trigger, Wilson Match Grade pins & 

springs, Wilson Ring Hammer and Beavertail Grip safety and Swenson ambidextrous safety catch. It’s 

also got a Guncraft Extended Mag Button and extended recoil spring guide with a Pachmayer flat 

mainspring housing and Starke industries magazine well funnel. The slide is blued and the frame is 
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nickel coated.  Standard size magazine capacity: 14 or 15. The estimated cost at today’s prices to 

have this pistol built is between R15 000 TO R18 000.  

One of our dedicated ammunition collectors, 

PAUL BROWNE, brought in an Italian 45mm 

Brixia Model 35 Light Mortar bomb (de-

activated). The breech-loading, smooth-bored, 

trigger-operated Brixia was the standard light 

mortar used by the Italian military throughout 

WW 2. The Brixia was an unbelievably 

complicated weapon to manufacture and operate. But, simply explained, each mortar was inserted 

into the breach by hand and, upon closing the breech, a gas cartridge was stripped from a ten-round 

box magazine and fed into the firing chamber. Only maximum-range gas cartridges were available 

and, if a shorter range was required, ports were opened on the underside of the weapon to allow 

quantities of the propelling gas to bleed away. In this way, and with the help of variable tube elevation, 

the weapon’s range was adjustable between 330 and 530 

metres. Traversing was achieved by relocating the weapon. 

Unlike conventional mortars this device was mounted on a 

special tripod, the rear leg of which was wishbone shaped. 

This wishbone was padded and allowed the operator to sit or 

lie on it with some degree of comfort. Presumably, his weight 

helped to anchor the weapon. 

 

The fired device was equally complicated and incorporated a safety strap, safety pin and safety cap 

which had to be removed before the weapon was loaded. Once airborne, a wind vane began to turn, 

and this turning action unscrewed the firing pin from its holder – but not before the recoil/setback had 

unlocked a safety pin on the wind vane itself. Upon striking the ground the firing pin had to break 

through a lead safety foil before initiating detonation, which was another three-step process.  

Weighing less than half a kilogram, the mortar could easily be placed in the palm of a man’s hand. 

Reliable fragmentation was never achieved. This can be explained by the fact that the front half of the 

casing was very strong and heavy (to ensure a nose-down landing) and the rear of the casing was 

light aluminium casting, with fins, lightly threaded into the front half. Add to this the limitations of an 

explosive charge of only 70 grams of TNT.  All in all this weapon has a reputation for being the worst 

designed and most inefficient device ever to have been put into military service – any time, any place 

in any army. 

The Chairman closed the meeting by thanking the participants and the rest of the evening was spent 

with the members networking with refreshments at C.T.H’s bar. 
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TYPES OF MEMBERSHIP: 
 
1. Ordinary Member (Firearm Collector)    R450,00 p/a 
2. Fellow Member (Non Firearm Collector/Enthusiast)  R250,00 p/a 
3. Student Membership      R100,00 p/a 
 

MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORMS ON WEB SITE:  www.capesaaaca.co.za 
 
FEES PAYABLE: 
 
Joining fee        R150.00 
Annual subs for Private Collectors (Firearms only)   R450.00 
Categorisation and fee per Field of Interest application/review. R250.00 
Subsequent Collectibility applications    R100.00 
Annual subs for all other secretariat collector categories  R250.00 
Student membership subs      R100.00 
Associated Dealers subs      R500,00 
 

APPLICATION FORMS ON OUR WEB SITE: 
 

WWW.CAPESAAACA.CO.ZA 

Greetings, 

Stephan Fourie 
Chairman 

CAPE SAAACA 

PO Box 2567, Bellville, 7535 

602 Block B, BSE Center, 89 Voortrekker Rd, Bellville  

Ph: 021-946-1712   Fax: 021-949-0045 

capesaaaca@sfa.co.za  

www.capesaaaca.co.za 

 

 

"The home of the discerning Private Collector" 


